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DC to DC converter is a new class of electric power converter, used
to converts power from one level of DC voltage into another level of
DC voltage evel of DC. That they could stepup, stepdown and invert
the given input. Among these, boost converter is found to be
applicable in large number of applications like, Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (HEV), lighting systems, tramways, railway electrification.
The voltage lift technique is a common application in power
electronic circuit design. Switched capacitors are very small in size,
can easily integrated into power integrated circuit (IC) chip and it has
low. The combination of voltage lift and switched capacitor provides
a DC to DC converter with small size, high voltage transfer gain,
high power density, low Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) and
high power efficiency. This paper introduces a design of a PI
controller for positive output main series 2,4 and 8-lift switched
capacitor push-pull switched capacitor DC to DC LuoConverters.The simulation results are presented.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Micro electronics and computer manufacturing
widely uses the micro power consumption technique.
Typical DC to DC converters [1] [2] contains Inductors/
Capacitors. Due to these combinations, the size usually
becomes large. With the advancement in engineering
technology, it is possible to design a size down circuit. To
scale up the Power density and yet have a smaller converter,
a 3rd Generation DC to DC converters have been evolved
and categorised as switched component (inductors and
capacitors) converters. In particular, they are switchedcapacitor (SC) DC-DC converters. DC to DC converters [8]

can fall into linear regulator type or switch-mode regulator
type. Former, uses a series transistor functioning in its
active zone, and hence, acts as a variable resistor for Output
monitoring. The demerit of this is high conduction losses
and results in efficiency drop (typically 30-60%). With the
Latter, due to switching losses being higher, the conduction
losses are reduced dramatically eventually ramping up the
efficiency factor. These are the ones which are widely used
due to high frequency switch though has complex and high
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). The new and different
type of DC-DC converter is Switched-capacitor (SC) DC to
DC conveter technology. Because a switched capacitor (SC)
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can be easily incorporated within a power unified circuit
chip, these are scaled down in size and in turn have an
increased power density. DC to DC conversion utilises
current magnificatiom and voltage lift techniques, provides
scale up power density, increased power efficiency and
reduced EMI. SC converters can perform in push pull state
with conduction (duty cycle) k = 0.5. SC converters
constantly functions in push pull condition, and the control
circuit is intricate. In case of increased Voltage differences
arises due to Input/Output, significant increase in quantity
has to be arranged. Finally, the simulation results are
evaluated using MATLAB Simulink and the output is
presented.
II.
LUO CONVERTER
The power transfer efficiency and output voltage
(Vo) of the 1st generation DC to DC converters like Step
down converters, Step up converters and Step up/down
converters are having some constraint because of parasitic
effect of the switched components . The voltage-boost
system [4] is a widespread method which is widely applied
in power electronics circuit design, for the reason, that it
successfully covers the effects of switched elements and
amplifies the voltage output (V0). Luo converter is mainly
consist of three series, main,
additional and enhanced series. The main series consist of 2lift, 4-lift, 8-lift Luo converter and additional series includes
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3-lift, 6-lift, 12-lift and enhanced series consist of 3-lift, 9lift and 27-lift.
III.

POSITIVE OUTPUT MAIN SERIES SWITCHED
CAPACITOR LUO CONVERTERS
3.1. 2 lift
The 2-lift circuit [2][3] and it’s off and on period
for positive- output (PO) multi-lift push pull switched
capacitor DC-DC Luo converter is shown Fig.1. The below
circuit has work like boost converter. The above circuit
consists of two switches namely S (main switch) and S1
(slave switch), two capacitors and two diodes. During off
period {(1-K)T}, the current flows through S1 and during on
period {KT}, the current flows through S. Consider R as
resistive load, Vo and Vin are output and input voltages
respectively. Input and output currents denoted as Iin and Io
respectively. S1 and S are connected in the configuration of
push pull. During period KT, C1 charges to Vin and during
period (1-K)T, C2 charges to the same Vin. So the voltage
drop across both the period is double the input voltage and
shown in eqn.1 & 2.
Vo = 2Vin.
(1)
Vo = 2Vin – Vd
(2)
Where Vd represents the voltage drop across diode
cum switches.

Fig.1: a) 2-lift Circuit b) On period. c) Off period.
3.2. 4 lift
The 4-Lift (Re lift) circuit is expanded from the 2lift (Elementry) circuit by including 3-diodes, 2-switched

capacitors and 1-slave switch. Its equivalent circuits and
circuit diagram during Push-pull states are shown in Fig.2.
The switches S and (S1, S2) operate in push–pull state. The
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capacitor C1 is charged to the input voltage Vin, which is
denoted by V1 and the capacitor C3 is charged to voltage V1
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during switching-on. The capacitor C2 is charged to V1. Eqn
3& 4 shows the output voltage.

Vo = 4Vin.
Vo = 2Vin – Vd

(3)
(4)

Fig.2: a) 4-lift Circuit b) On period. c) Off period.
3.3 8 lift
The main series PO triple lift (8-lift) circuit
[9][10]is including from Re-lift circuit by addition of 3diodes 2-switched capacitors and 1- slave switch (S3-C5-C6D6-D7-D8). Its equivalent circuit and circuits diagram during
on and off duration of switches are indicated in Fig. 3.
Switches S1, S2, S3 and S are in push-pull mode operation.
The capacitor C1 is charged to the input voltage Vin, the
capacitor C3 is charged to V1 and the capacitor C5 is charged
to V2 during switch S is in ON state. The capacitor C2 is

charged approximately to votage across the capacitor C1 , V1
= 2V1, the capacitor C4 is charged approximately to the
voltage across C2 ,V2 = 2V1 – ΔV2 and the C6 is charged
to Vo = 2V2 – ΔV3 during S-switch is in open condition.
Therefore, The total voltage output across the load
resistance RL is shown in eqn. 5,6,7.
Vo = 2V2 - ΔV3
(5)
Vo = 4V1 - 2ΔV2 - ΔV3
(6)
Vo = 8Vin - 4ΔV1 - 2ΔV2 - ΔV3 (7)
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Fig. 3: a) 8-lift Circuit b) On period. c) Off period.
IV.
PWM TECHNIQUE
To increase the voltage output, concentrating on
decreasing the losses due to switching action, for that many
methods are introduced. These PWM techniquesis
subdivided into 2- categories: One is the quasiresonant
technique and another one is the active clamp technique. To
attain the Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) of the main
switch(S) at any load condition, a dynamic frequency
control by fine-tuning the switch open (OFF)-time with
complementary gate signals has been introduced. Since the
secondary switch is closed (ON) for a small duration
previously the main switch is closed (ON), the reprocessed
leakage energy can be used to attain the Zero Voltage
Switching of the Primary switch, which minimizes the
circulating energy effectively compared to the conventional
complementary switching methodologies. The offered load
PWM control is used in order to maximize the voltage
output and to minimize the lossesdue to switching during
load condition. The PWM method is used to produce signals
or pulses for adjusting the switches close (ON) or open
(OFF). In PWM converters the controller circuit regulates

the output by setting the switch operating frequency and
changing the switch close (ON) time. In this the final output
is compared with a carrier signal and produces a pulse,
which is used to drive the switches.
V.

PI CONTROLLER DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
The chosen converters have been demonstrated and
simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK Power System
Block set. Fig.4 shows the S-shaped response curve with
open loop condition and Fig. 5 indicates the block diagram
of PO main series DC-DC converter using Proportional
Integral controller. The PI controller [6] [7] fixing the
integral time (Ti) and proportional gain (Kp) are calculated
with the help of ZN tuning technique [11] [12] by applying
the step test to the state space averaged model of the chosen
converters. The delay time and time constant are finding by
creating a tangent line at the inflection point of the S-shaped
curve [3] [5] and finding the meeting of the tangent line. PI
control is implemented using control system toolbox and
table 1 shows the ZN tuning rules.
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Fig.4 S Shaped response curve

Fig. 5: Block diagram of Positive output main series Luo converter using PI controller
Table.1: Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Rules

VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig.3: -20% supply disturbances of input 10V

Fig.4: +20% supply disturbances of input 10V
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Fig.5: -20% load disturbances of load 1KΩ
Fig.8: +20% supply disturbances of input 10V

Fig.6: +20% load disturbances of load 1KΩ
Fig.9: +20% load disturbances of load 1KΩ

Fig.7: +20% supply disturbances of input 10V
Fig.10: -20% load disturbances of load 1KΩ
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Fig.13: +20% Load disturbances of load 6KΩ

Fig.11: +20% supply Variation of Input 10V

Fig.14: 20% Load disturbances of load 6KΩ

Fig.12: 20% supply Variation of Input 10V

Table.2: The Performance Evaluation of PI Controller for 2,4 & 8 Lift Main Series Push Pull SC Luo Converter
Start up transient
Converter

2 Lift
4 Lift
8 Lift

Delay
time
(msecs)
1
2
3

Rise
time
(msecs)
3
5
10

Peak
over
shoot
(% )
10
0
23

Settling
time
(msecs)
5
7
8

Supply increase
(20%)

Supply decrease
(20%)

Load increase
(20%)

Load decrease
(20%)

Peak
over
shoot
(% )
5

Peak
over
shoot
(% )
10

5

Peak
over
shoot
(% )
2.5

17

15

Peak
over
shoot
(%)
2.5
10
18

23

Fig. 3 shows -20% supply disturbances of input 10V for
which converter output voltage has 5ms settling time. Fig. 4
shows +20% supply disturbances of input 10V for which
converter output voltage has 6ms settling time. Fig. 5
shows -20% load disturbances of load 1KΩ for which
converter output voltage has 2ms settling time. Fig. 6
shows +20% load disturbances of load 1KΩ for which
converter output voltage has 4ms settling time. Fig.7 shows
+20% supply disturbances of input 10V for 4 lift converter
output voltage has 3ms settling time and Fig.10 shows -20%
load disturbances of load 1KΩ for 4 lift converter output
voltage has 4ms settling time.
The Experiment conducted for load and supply
variations of the converters are accepted out to check the
controller performance. Fig.11 indicates the voltage output

Settling
time
(msecs)
6
3
22

17

Settling
time
(msecs)

Settling
time
(msecs)
4
18

Settling
time
(msecs)
2
4
17

across the load resistor RL of converter for the taken voltage
input changes from 10 V ~ 12 V (+20 % line disturbances)
for which the converter produces the voltage output has
22ms of time settling (ts). Fig. 12 indicates the voltage
output across the load resistor RL of converter for the taken
voltage input changes from 10 V ~ 8V (-20 % load
variations) for which the converter produces voltage ouput
has 17ms of time settling (ts). Fig. 11 indicates the voltage
output across the load resistor RL of converter for the taken
Output load resistance changes from 6000 Ω to 8000 Ω
(+20% load disturbances) for which the converter produces
the output voltage has 18ms of settling time (t s). Fig. 14
indicates the voltage output of converter for the taken load
resistance step changes from 6000Ω to 4000 Ω (-20% load
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variations) for which the converter voltage output has 17ms
of time settling (ts).
The PO main series multi-lift push- pull switched
capacitor elementary DC/DC converter converts the positive
load voltage from the positive supply voltage. Table 2,
indicates the startup response for the 2 lift Lu converter and
PI controller performance of the 2 lift , 4 lift and 8 lift Luo
converter The Maximum Overshoot is maximized about
10% to 5%. This is tolarable and finest one because the
Maximum allowable Overshoot less than 25%.
VII.
CONCLUSION
In this work, PI controller structure are considered,
developed and simulated for chosen Luo converters. In
comparison with the PI controller, may be the proposed
intelligent controllers yield better dynamic performances
with less settling time, zero steady-state error and less
overshoot.
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